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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper presents a gc~aeral numerical method for the determination of periodic ro- 
sponse and stability of highly nonlinear systems. The method is based on the formulation of the 
governing equations using special purpose periodic numerical tooh that were developed based on the 
definition of "harmonic variables" and their mutual operations. The proposed optimization procedure 
provides a gcmeral numerical scheme in which the required analytical derivation and the numerical 
coding efforts are minimized to be only the straightforward listing of the equations under discmmion. 
Limit cycles asymptotic orbital stability emerges directly and comfistently from the method without 
any additional effort, mnstrative xamples are pr~ented and discmmed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Periodic problems represent a relatively large portion of problems encountered in the analysis of 
dynamic systems. During the years, various analytical and computational methods which are ca- 
pable of determining periodic response of linear and nonlinear systems have been developed. The 
interested reader is referred to the vast relevant literature from which [1-3] are only representative 
textbooks. 
Generally, due to the complexity of analytical procedures used for calculating the time response 
of nonlinear systems, numerical methods are being used in most of the cases. These methods may 
be divided into three main categories. The first one, which is usually referred to as "time integra- 
tion," consists of various time stepping algorithms that start from some known initial conditions 
and proceed with time. The second category includes all methods in which the unknowns values 
at some selected locations along a definite time interval are chosen to represent the response of 
the system, and a nonlinear system of equations for these discrete unknowns is constructed and 
solved. The above equations may be based on some version of finite differences, finite-elements in 
time, or other schemes. The third category includes the methods in which the original unknowns 
are expressed by a pr/or/defined shape functions and the governing equations are converted to a 
nonlinear algebraic system of equations for these shape functions' coefficients. 
Application of the widespread time-stepping numerical solutions to periodic problems has two 
main disadvantages. First, there is a need to approximate the time derivatives based on finite 
(discrete) time steps. Such procedure may require relatively small time steps (and sometimes 
variable time steps) in cases where sharp time changes (or high time derivatives) are involved. 
Then, there is a need to incorporate some algorithm that will trace the solution and will detect 
periodicity. Such an algorithm is particularly ambiguous in cases of free oscillations of nonlinear 
autonomous systems where the period is also unknown. 
Additional difficulties encountered in the time stepping algorithms when applied to nonlinear 
periodic systems originate from the existence of a number of solutions in the relevant solution 
domain and the need to artificially introduce initial conditions. More specifically, in the case of 
multiple solutions, the searching process might be tedious and, since part of the periodic solutions 
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might not be stable, additional numerical work should be devoted to stepping back in time with 
various initial conditions in order to try to detect he unstable solutions as well. 
One of the well-known classical techniques for solving linear and nonlinear periodic problems 
is the "harmonic balance" method which belongs to the third category mentioned above, and 
is based on very simple principles. In this method, the unknowns are first represented by their 
Fourier series coefficient and thus the governing equations residuals may also be expressed by such 
Fourier series coefficients. Then, based on the requirement that the residual of each harmonic 
will vanish, an algebraic system of equations i  constructed and solved. This method has lost its 
attraction due to the required analytical derivation, which is enormous and impractical in cases 
of highly nonlinear problems that have to be solved using high harmonic resolution [2]. 
The concept of working with harmonic variables, as presented in [4], has renewed the at- 
tractiveness of the harmonic balance approach. This concept is implemented in an advanced 
special-purpose ymbolic omputer code that enables mathematical operations between harmonic 
variable as if they were real numbers. This "periodic environment" enables imple implemen- 
tation of highly nonlinear expressions and coupled nonlinear systems of equations. In addition, 
asymptotic orbital stability determination becomes simple and emerges straight from the periodic 
solution. For demonstration purposes, the following general formulation is supplemented with 
typical solutions of nonlinear systems. 
OVERVIEW OF THE HARMONIC VARIABLES APPROACH 
A harmonic variable is a real number, the value of which is changed periodically with a period 
of 29. A harmonic variable, F, may therefore be represented by an infinite array of its Fourier 
coefficients as: co 
F - f0 + Z f~P cos(p~b) + f0p sin(p~b). (1) 
p----1 
Truncating the above infinite sum enables one to define a finite harmonic operator, Hq, using 
finite arrays of real numbers fop and f,p of dimension q (i.e., p = 1,..., q) as: 
q 
F -- Hq(fo, fo,,, f,,,) - fo + cos(p, ) + fop sin(p, ). 
p=l  
(9) 
In principle, the periodicity parameter, ~, may represent any variable. The most common 
examples are the geometrical periodicity, that appears in circular cylindrical shells or circular 
discs, where ~ represents the circumferential ngle in a polar coordinate system, and the time 
periodicity in which ~ represents a nondimensional time (i.e., ~ - 21rt/T, where t is the time 
and T is the period). In what follows, all harmonic variables and their coefficients will be de- 
noted by capital and lower case letters, respectively, as shown in (2) for F, f0, fop, f,p- Clearly 
any constant real number, r, may be represented as the harmonic variable R, where r0 - r, 
r~ - r,p = 0 (p - 1, . . . ,  q). In addition, the basic trigonometric functions sin(~) and cos(~) 
may be described as the harmonic variables S and C, respectively, where Sol -- C¢1 - 1 and 
So = Co = Sol = C,1 = O, Sop = S,~, = Cop = C,p = 0(p = 2,. . . ,q).  The mathematical 
operations between harmonic variables that will be discussed in what follows enables the con- 
struction of all other trigonometric functions of ~ using the above definitions of the sine and 
cosine functions. 
It should be noted that there is an interesting analogy between the number of coefficients used 
to describe a harmonic variable and the number of digits used to describe a real number. This 
is due to the fact that similar to real numbers, adding and subtracting of harmonic variables 
do not change the required number of coefficients. However, multiplying two harmonic variables 
represented by ql and q~ terms, respectively, results in a harmonic variable having ql + q2 coef- 
ficients. Moreover, the division of harmonic variables results in an infinite number of additional 
harmonics. 
Basic mathematical operations between harmonic variables are similar to those of real numbers 
and may be executed by determining the coefficients of the resulting harmonic variable directly 
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by using the coefficients of the involved variables. Additions and subtractions are trivial and 
are essentially based on adding or subtracting the corresponding harmonics [4]. Multiplying two 
harmonic variables is based on the appropriate trigonometric dentities and may be put in the 
following form for the case of E = F • G: 
e0 If0' ee l  f c l  
: 
eo, , = [61 foq 
ea l  fa l  
: 
, esq , fsq , 
, (3) 
where [G-~] is a matrix which is a function of the coefficients of the harmonic variable G only, 
namely: go, gcp, gs~ (p -  1,... ,q). This matrix is generated symbolically for any given number 
of harmonics by a separate special purpose computer code. As example for the case of q - 3, [G] 
is given in [4]. Division of harmonic variables is based on the above multiplication operation. 
Thus, the case of E - F /G may be expressed as: /e0/ 
eel )eel • ! 
esl fsl 
esq faq , 
(4) 
Analytic functions of harmonic variables result in harmonic variables as well. Using the above 
basic mathematical operations, analytic functions are generated by expanding the functions into 
power series. Consequently, any analytic function E(F) (where both E and F are harmonic 
variables) may be put in the form: 
E - E a, F', (5) 
i----0 
where al are real numbers. As will be demonstrated later on, the above definition of analytic 
functions of harmonic variables may be applied to any continuous periodic function including 
trigonometric functions (such as E - sin(f), etc.). 
Differentiation of harmonic variables with respect o the periodicity parameter, ¢, results in 
harmonic variables as well [4]. It should also be mentioned that all explicit numerical schemes 
for differentiation and integration that have been developed for real numbers may be directly 
applied to harmonic variables as well• As an example, numerical differentiation with respect o 
any variable (other than ¢), say z, may be put in the general form: 
OnF I 1 K az~ ~=~o = ~ ~ r(k, n) F(z0 + zk), (6) 
k=l 
where 6 is a typical ength, zk are intervals around z0 and r(/c, n) are weight coefficients associated 
with the specific finite differences scheme. Clearly, since F is a harmonic variable, the resulting 
derivative is also a harmonic variable. Similarly, numerical integration with respect o z may be 
performed. Other operations with harmonic variables may be found in [4]. 
The implementation of harmonic variables in numerical codes is carried out using a "super 
compiler" which has been developed along the above guidelines• This is a computer code that 
converts codes that were written using harmonic variables to standard computer codes. As far 
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as the user is concerned, and in contrast with the existing symbolic computation techniques 
(e.g., [5]), all operations with harmonic variables, (additions, multiplications, analytic functions 
etc.) are written in the standard form as if they were real numbers [4]. 
Consequently, this technique allows for enormous reduction in the required analytic effort in 
cases where highly nonlinear terms which have to be expressed with high harmonic resolution 
are involved. Moreover, since all operations are symbolically coded, increasing the number of 
harmonics does not cause any changes in the analytic derivation or in the computer code, and it 
is executed automatically by the harmonic variables dimension q (see equation (2)). 
GENERAL ALGORITHM FOR LIMIT CYCLE DETECTION 
The purpose of this section is to describe a general numerical algorithm for the detection of 
the limit cycles of a given oscillatory system using the above mentioned concept of working with 
harmonic variables. 
As a first step, a general scheme usually used for solving nonlinear systems of algebraic equa- 
tions will be described. Later on, the incorporation of the concept of harmonic variables into this 
general algorithm will be presented. 
Consider the nonlinear system of equations: 
= o; ( i  = 1 , . . . ,n ) ,  (7) 
where (z,} = (Zl, z2, . . . ,  zn) T is the vector of independent unknowns and {r i )  - (el,  r2 , . . . ,  rn) T 
is the residuals vector, the determination of which involves nonlinear operators. Any general 
purpose numerical scheme for solving the above system of equations may be reduced to the 
generic outline presented by Figure 1. As shown, there are two main components in this chart. 
The first one, denoted '°The Algorithm," includes the logic of the nonlinear solution (such as the 
Newton-Raphson method, quasilinearized iterations, etc.). Starting from an initial guess {z°}, 
this component reaches the desired solution by successive substitutions of trial vectors {z~ } in 
the second component, denoted "The Equations" in Figure 1, that evaluates residuals of the 
equations {ri} for each trial vector. Depending on the solution algorithm, the trial vectors are 
selected in a way that the solution vector {z~} (that causes {ri} to vanish) may be deduced. In 
what follows, it will be assumed that such a nonlinear solver is available and, since the specific 
algorithm is immaterial to the following derivation, no further discussion will be devoted to it. 
l °j 
- "-I Equations Alg°rithml-" I 
Figure 1. Scheme of general solution of nonlinear system. 
Since a system of nonlinear algebraic equations for some stationary unknowns is the outcome 
of any of the methods belonging to the second and third categories mentioned above, it is clear 
that for a given set of governing equations, there are two crucial steps that have to be correctly 
and efficiently executed. The first one is the definition of the finite vector of unknowns, {zi], that 
will properly describe the original unknowns of the problem and their time response. The second 
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step is the development of a general and consistent way for the determination f the governing 
equations' residuals vector {ri} for any given unknowns vector. 
For the sake of simplicity, the following discussion will be concentrated onthe determination f 
the periodic function ~b(~b) which is the solution of a time-periodic problem that may be expressed 
as L[~] = 0, where L is a nonlinear differential operator. There are two main possibilities for 
putting this equation in the form presented by Figure 1. The first one, (belongs to the second 
category mentioned above), is choosing the elements of the unknowns of the vector {z~} to be 
the function's values at an a priori selected location along the period, ~bi, and the residuals of 
the governing equation at these points, ri = L[~b(~bi)], to be the elements of the residual vector, 
{ri}, (see Figure 1). Clearly, calculating these residuals in the general case involves nonlinear 
operations between time derivatives, which may introduce undesired errors in the case of highly 
nonlinear equations containing high harmonics. 
As already indicated, the method proposed in this paper belongs to the third category men- 
tioned above, and is based on the well known "harmonic balanced" method. In this method, the 
stationary unknowns {zi} are selected to be the Fourier series coefficients of the original periodic 
unknowns. The residuals in this method are the Fourier series coefficients of the original periodic 
governing equation. So far, representing each periodic variable using large numbers of harmonics, 
and trying to evaluate the residuals in the case of highly nonlinear problems, required enormous 
analytical effort that made this method impractical in spite of its simple principles. However, 
the usage of harmonic variables opens again the way for using this approach and enables us to 
gain both advantages: the simple and consistent principles of choosing the stationary unknowns 
and residuals, and the simple and straightforward way of constructing the residuals even in cases 
where high time derivatives and nonlinear expressions are involved. 
To demonstrate he present approach, the dynamic response described by the following non- 
linear equations i considered: 
dXi = fi(Xt,X~.,. . .  ,X,),  (i = 1,... ,n). (8) 
dt 
The response of this dynamic system while it is activated by a periodic forcing (included in the 
fi functions) having a known period, T, will be considered first. The description of each peri- 
odic parameter as a harmonic variable is simple in this case, since the associated frequency is
known and the periodicity parameter, ~b, is clearly fit, where f~ = 2~/T. Thus, time deriva- 
tives in the governing equations are replaced by derivatives with respect o ~b (i.e., ~ = 
f~m. ~_~.x) and each unknown may be expressed as a harmonic variable: 
(Zo,Z~p, zi~,), ( i -  1,...,n). Xi = Hq i i (9) 
By using the mutual mathematical operations between harmonic variables, the residuals of the 
governing equations, R/, for a given set of unknowns Xi (i - 1, . . . ,  n) may also he expressed as 
harmonic variables, simply by executing the mathematical operations of (8), namely: 
dXi _ fi(X1, X2,. .  ,Xn), P~ =f~- -~ (i = 1,.. . ,  n), (10a) 
which may also be put in the form: 
R /= Hq (r~,rc pl,e l )  , (i = 1, . . . ,n) .  (10b) 
Clearly, the requirement for fulfilling the governing equation is that the residuals will vanish, 
which happens over the entire period (i.e., for any ~b) only when each one of their coefficients 
vanishes, namely: 
r~'=rep' =r,p' =0,  (p=l , . . . ,q ,  i - - I , . . . , , ) .  (11) 
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Putting the residuals and the unknowns coefficients in respective mathematical vectors enables 
us to express equation (10a) as a nonlinear algebraic system of equations imilar to that of (7), 
where 
{ri} --" (tO1, r11, . . . ,  rclq, r l l ,  . . .  ,1"lq, . . . ,  1P~, rcnl, . . . ,rTq , rT1,. •., 1P7,), (12a) 
{x, )= 1 1 1 (Xo ,X¢ l  , , .. ,Xeq , ,X~, n n n n 
. . . .  Xc l ,  . Xj  1,  • .., Zcq, . . . ,  z,q). (12b) 
Thus, simple execution of the mathematical expressions in (10a), while all unknowns are defined. 
as harmonic variables, gives the required residuals (by the vanishing of which the equations will 
be satisfied). Consequently, the solution may be obtained with the aid of a general nonlinear 
solution procedure discussed above for real numbers in connection with (7). 
In cases where the periodic solution of an unforced system is considered and the period is not 
known, the value of one of the unknowns zt is arbitrarily chosen, and ~ takes its place in the 
unknowns vector• 
LIMIT CYCLE STABILITY 
Once the periodic solution has been obtained, it is usually desired to determine its stability. 
In the present section, the asymptotic orbital stability will be discussed. The definition of such 
stability is laid down by denoting the orbit of the periodic solution by C, and looking at a 
representative point close to it, P, which is at a distance a > 0 at a given time r. C is considered 
to be orbitally stable ff P remains within a distance p > 0 for times t > r. However, if p --+ 0 as 
t --+ oo, C is considered as asymptotically orbitally stable. 
Within the present approach, the characteristic exponents, hi, associated with the periodic 
system of equations are evaluated. For that purpose, the nonlinear autonomous differential 
system of equations hown in (8) is considered. 
The variational equations based on the periodic solution is a linear system with periodic coef- 
ficients that may be expressed by: 
dXi  = y~ A# X j ,  (i = 1 , . . .  ,n) ,  (13) 
j=l  
where A 0 are periodic coefficients. It is possible to show (see [1]), that the real part of the sum 
of the above characteristics exponents i given by: 
h = ~ A,  d~. (14) 
Consequently, h may serve as a stability criterion, which states that the solution is asymptotically 
orhitally stable if h < 0, and vice versa for h > 0. If h = 0, no conclusion may be drawn; however, 
if the integral in (14) vanishes for each Aii separately, the solution is orbitally stable but not 
asymptotic. 
Within the present approach of utilizing harmonic variables, once a periodic solution has been 
detected, the periodic coefficient A,  may be expressed as harmonic variables as well. This is 
done simply by substituting the periodic solution in the expression that define Air, namely: 
Oft (Xx .. ,X , ) ,  (i = 1, .. n).  (15a) Art = -~ i  ' " " ' 
Since A .  are harmonic variables, the following notation may be used: 
A.  = H ,  (a o",acp,a,")," " (i = 1 , . . . ,n ) .  (15b) 
Substituting the above expressions for A.  into (14) yields: 
h -- ~ aio ~, (16) 
/=1 
which states that once the periodic solution has been obtained and substituted in the expressions 
for A. ,  (15a), the criterion for asymptotic orbital stability discussed above is simply reduced 
to the summing of the constant coefficients ai0 i (see (15b), (16)). Note that using the harmonic 
variables computerized technique, the evaluation of A.  as harmonic variables is simply reduced 
to carrying out the mathematical operations of the expressions on the right hand side of (15a). 
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(a) Few of the limit cycles and their st,~bility for (b) Few of the limit cycles and their stability for 
# = 1 (first example), p = 4 (first example). 
Figure 2. 
I LLUSTRATIVE  EXAMPLES 
Three nonlinear dynamic systems are dealt with in this section. In these examples, a nonlin- 
ear solver based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm utilizing a numerical (finite-differences) 
Jacobian has been chosen [6]. 
The first system is governed by the differential equation: 
(it--- E+ p sin -~  + u = 0. (17) 
Note that in this case the period, T, is a function of # and is not known a priori. Denoting the 
associated angular velocity by (f~ = 2~r/T), equation (17) may be written using a single harmonic 
variable, X, that represents u as: 
ffO2X (OX)  
~-~E+ps in  f ] -~-  +X=0.  (18) 
As already mentioned, the unknowns in this problem includes also the above angular velocity, 
but on the other hand, in such an autonomous system, one of the coefficients may be arbitrarily 
chosen. Thus, the first cosine term, Zcl, has been replaced (as an unknown) by the angular 
velocity, G. To detect all limit cycles in a certain region of interest, values of Zcl are randomly 
chosen. When the number of such solutions grows, identical imit cycles begin to appear. Clearly, 
the certainty, that all limit cycles have been detected increases with the number of such solutions. 
In cases where only one limit cycle exists, and its convergence is reachable, any value of zct (e.g., 
zct = 1) will lead to the solution. 
Few of the resulting limit cycles of the periodic system under discussion appear in 
Figures 2(a),(b) for two values of p (q = 12 in this case). In order to use the above discussed 
criterion to determine the limit cycles stability in this case, equation (17) may be reduced to the 
form of (8) as: 
zl = =2, (19a) 
z2 = -P  sin(z2) - =1. (19b) 
Thus, according to (15): 
Au = 0, (20a) 
A22 = --p COS(Z2). (20b) 
Once a periodic solution has been detected, the resulting values of X and f~ are substituted 
in (20a,b) (in the present case, Zl = X, z~ = ~-  dX/d~), and then equation (16) is used. The 
stability of each limit cycle is indicated in Figures 2(a), (b). The variation of the periods as 
functions of # is presented in Figure 3 for each limit cycle. 
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Figure 3. Period variation as function ~ for the limit cycles shown in Figures 2(a), (b) 
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Figure 4. The periodic solution (second example). 
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Figure 5. The periodic solution's first derivative (secJmd example). 
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The second example deals with the solution of Rayleigh's equation: 
dr-- ~- - e - \~-~) j + u = 0. (21) 
This example has a particular relevancy to the present method since the behavior of du/dt exhibits 
sharp changes with time as e is increased, and describing such sharp changes using Fourier series 
expansion is known to demand large numbers of coefficients. Similarly to the previous example, 
f/is determined as part of the unknowns during the search for periodic solutions. The behavior of 
u and its first time derivative is presented in Figures 4 and 5 for twenty-five harmonics (q = 25). 
Note that in all cases nondimensional time is used (~b = fl t) and the actual periods are different 
for each value of ~. As shown by Figure 5, as ¢ is increased, the d, behavior becomes sharper. 
This phenomenon gives rise to the oscillatory behavior of high frequency which is superimposed 
on the response (also known as Gibbs phenomenon in discontinuous functions). 
Since the values of the highest harmonic coefficients (the 25 th harmonic in the present case) 
suffer large accuracy errors due to the series truncation, it is justified to apply some correction to 
their value. In the present case, the high frequency oscillatory behavior may be partially corrected 
by modifying the coefficients of the (last) 25 th harmonic. The is done by consistently searching 
for the values of the 25 th sine and cosine coefficients (zc25, z,2s) that will minimize the integral 
of the absolute value of d, -~ over the period. The corrected result is presented in Figure 6. The 
harmonics' amplitudes used to describe u are presented by the solution's power spectrum shown 
in Figure 7, where the original values are indicated by dashed bars and the corrected values by 
full bars. 
The variation of the period as function of p is presented in Figure 8. For that purpose, two 
values of q were examined: q - 12 and q -- 25. It should be mentioned again that changing the 
number of terms in the present approach involves a change of q as parameter (see equation (2)), 
while no further analytic or coding effort is required. As shown, for p - 0 the period is 2~r, then it 
starts rising converging to a straight monotonic urve. The asymptotic (analytic) approximation 
for this case for large values of p is also presented [2]. As shown, as p is increased, larger values 
of q are required in order to properly describe the system's behavior, and each value of q has its 
own maximal value of p for which the solution is still valid. It should be emphasized that no 
generic rule may be expressed concerning the required value of q for any nonlinear system, and 
a study in which q is increased until convergence is achieved seems to be inevitable. 
In most cases where the governing equations contain a parameter, a solution that has been 
achieved for a certain value of this parameter is a suitable initial guess for a solution where the 
parameter has been slightly changed, provided that this change causes no bifurcation. This is 
Mso the way to follow the solution branches as parameters are changed. 
The third example concentrates onthe forced response of a nonlinear system. For that purpose, 
a feromagnetic cantilevered beam subjected to the influence of two magnets which are located on 
either side of its free end region is considered. A single bending mode formulation of the dynamic 
response of this system may be formulated as some form of Duffing's equation [7]: 
/i + 6 ~ - u + u 3 = f cos(fit), (22) 
where u(t) is the first mode amplitude. Reference [6] presents ome of the characteristics of the 
above system from which it may be shown that, for given values of 5 and f~, sufficiently high 
values of f may lead to chaotic motion. Within the framework of the present paper, the system's 
response in the nonchaotic parameters space is dealt with. 
In contrast with the previous examples, the response period T (= 21r/~) is known in this case, 
and therefore, the entire unknowns vector may be determined. 
For low values of f ,  the present solution scheme shows three limit cycles which are shown in 
Figure 9. Limit cycles (a), (b) and (c) have been obtained from the initial values of u -- -1 ,  
u - 0 and u - 1, respectively. Two points along the period (~b - 30 ° and ~b - 210 °) are also 
indicated on each one of the limit cycles. It should be noted that the central imit cycle (b) is 
unstable and cannot be reached by standard time integration techniques. 
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CONCLUDING FLEMARKS 
A general scheme for the solution and stability of nonlinear periodic systems has been presented 
and demonstrated. The method is based on the advanced concept of using harmonic variables, 
which provides s periodic environment where all variables are periodic by definition and the 
mathematical operations between them are executed using exact symbolic analytic expressions. 
The overall formulation is expressed as s nonlinear system of algebraic equations which may be 
solved using any general purpose algorithm. It is also shown that the criterion for orbital asymp- 
totic stability emerges directly and consistently from the resulting periodic solution. Overall, the 
method minimizes the required analytical and numerical efforts by reducing them to the listing 
of the equations, while no formerly analytical derivation or numerical preparations are needed. 
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